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SPITFIRE DISPERSE 70 ENEMY AIRCRAFT

The Luftwaffe yesterday afternoon made its only reply to the day-

long attack on air bases and industrial targets by R.A.F. and American

medium-bombers with fighter escort. Put the Germans failed badly.

Marauders were approaching Beauvais-Tille aerodrome when 70 enemy
aircraft appeared in several formations, one being 4O strong. From then

onwards, until the return journey to the French coast was almost complete,
there mas a running battle between the German fighters and the Spitfires,
But the Luftwaffe paid for its- determination with the loss of seven

aircraft for none of ours.

The attack on the Marauders 1 escort did not impair the effective-

ness of the beaming, -which was accurate end heavy.

One of the seven enemy aircraft destroyed fell to W/C. W.V,

Crawford Compton, whose award of the D.S.O. is announced this morning,

A New Zealander, he already held the D.F.C. and Bar, and has flown

on more then 100 daylight offensives over the Channel and Northern

FRance

A British pilot turned the tables on one of the enemy attackers.

He saw the enemy on the tail of one of his colleagues, a New Zealander,

to whom he yelled a warning over the radio telephone, closed in to

attack, and shot down the enemy. The New Zealander continued turning
and having done four circles joined in the dog-fight and himself scored

a success, shooting down. his 4th enemy aircraft.

In addition to the seven "destroyed by the Spitfire escort, two

others were shot down by pilots of Polish squadrons during a sweep.

They were, in fact, the only ’’sweeping" squadron to bring the Luftwaffe

to combat. Hundreds of our fighters were cut, but our pilots complained

that "the Hun just would not fight,"

Airfields were the main targets of the day for the medium bombers,

and. although there was little fighter opposition, apart from that

encountered in the raid on Beauvais-Tille, the flak was formidable,

without loss, Typhoon bombers, with Typhoon fighter escort, bombed and

shot up shipping, sinking a small armed vessel with direct hits, and

damaging barges


